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OUTSTANDING WORK BY COMMUNITY AND STAFF 
TO COUNTER COVID-19 PANDEMIC



The year 2020-2021 began with the first

ever novel coronavirus pandemic COVID-

19. The immediate focus was the Covid-19

relief work to the most vulnerable

communities, supporting the Block and

District administration for the safety of

migrants, their quarantining and later on

the vaccine drive at village level.

The Working Women's Hostel, Bal Niketan

Pre-Primary School and Vocational

Training Units remained closed due to

COVID-19.

 

Closure of Schools due to the nationwide

lockdown meant that the children were

disengaged from formal education for a

prolonged period. This was a big blow to

our Education program. With TRDSW

intervention and with the consultation of

the Gram Sabha, the staff were able to

restart teaching activities with volunteer

support.

The main aim of the Livelihood program

was to enhance business development, to

motivate more women to develop their

micro-enterprise, to increase their

bargaining power with the market and to

enhance annual income through

diversified livelihood opportunities.

FROM THE
DIRECTOR'S DESK

Networking partnerships with Krishi

Vigyan Kendra, EdelGive Foundation,

Tata Trusts and private consultants 

 strengthened the organisation

capacities for sustainable impact.

Trainings were organized for mobilizing

the staff and the community. Due to the

ongoing pandemic Covid-19, the

intended outcomes were remote and

inaccessible. 

 

The annual re-visioning exercise enabled

the organisation to look at possible

options for digitisation of processes. To

build resilience, we envision a value chain

for the tribal community in order to

strengthen their collective engagement

from the cultivation of the product till the

market linkage.

Mariaelena Figueredo, Director

   The annual re-visioning

exercise enabled 

the organisation to look 

at possible options for

digitisation of processes.

"

"



Nurturing micro enterprises 

Promoting skill handicrafts for women 

to be economically independent

Helping communities to be

economically sustainable 

Linking communities with Minor Forest

Products to enhance their income 

ABOUT US

OUR CONTRIBUTION

...addressing Sustainable Development Goals

1
district

71
villages

our
reach

No poverty Zero hunger

Good health
and well-being

Quality
education

85189
Raised in 

community contribution

39
Acres of land with improved

irrigation facilities

646
Farmers engaged in

minor forest products

20
Non-farm and off-farm

enterprises set up

403
Families with access to

safe drinking water

1800

Women farmers

184600
Earned through mushroom

cultivation

2173

Farmers

2173

Households baselined

76
Women farmers initiated

mushroom cultivation

1376142
Raised through

convergence

100

Farmers initiated ZBNF

Gender equality

Climate action

Life on Land

Life below
Water



OUR FOOTPRINTS

MISSION

A Society that upholds the human dignity of the oppressed and

the marginalized, especially the tribal by enhancing education

and livelihood, by networking and collaborating with likeminded

CBOs, NGOs and the Government through right based approach.

VISION

Fostering a just world where everyone’s human dignity is

respected.



SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOOD

Improve the quality of life and enhance the income of tribal

communities by creating diversifying sustainable livelihood

options in adherence with principles of social and ecological

inclusion.

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION

Enhancing community resilient capacity and better adaptation

to climate change through sustainable methods.

PROMOTING RURAL ENTERPRISES & HANDICRAFT SKILL

Setting up rural enterprises to make women financially

independent and to  unleash the potential of women through

promoting the skill of artisans.

ENHANCING INSTITUTION BUILDING &CAPACITY BUILDING 

Enhancing the capacity of SHGs through promotion of diverse

training programs to enhance increase of household income.

NURTURING ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Holistic development of tribal children of class 1 to class 5

through quality education and innovative learning

methodologies.

ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT

Capacitating Staff in order to strengthen sustainable impact

of programs.

OUR THEMATIC
FOCUS AREAS



“Solar irrigation has been an innovative technique in

enhancing irrigation for us.”

SOLAR IRRIGATION:
A BREAKTHROUGH MODEL

The solar irrigation model is instrumental in enhancing agriculture production as well as income

of the farmers. 14 Farmers in Kherkhai accessed solar irrigation on 5 acres unused land to

produce watermelon crop and vegetables. The solar system is operated and managed by a

committee of 14 members called Hariyali Sichai Samiti. The members were trained by TRDSW.

BHUNGRU inaugurated by Shri Siddharth Tripathi Chairman,

MGNREGA, Jharkhand

An innovative scientific technique for 

ground water augmentation.

BHUNGRU



In 2020-2021 TRDSW made profound

efforts to promote sustainable models

based on ecological and best practices.

This was implemented based on local

knowledge and know-how around the

issue of farm-based livelihood and natural

resource management. 

Over the past year the focus was on

individual farmers, women farmers, farm-

based entrepreneurship, organic farming

and low-cost effective locally feasible

models around which the sustainable

livelihood activities were implemented.   

SUSTAINABLE
LIVELIHOOD

AGRICULTURE DEVELOPMENT

Torpa and Rania blocks are known for

abundant vegetable production. The major

focus was to promote agriculture activities

with an integrated approach even on a

small plot of land. In 71 villages of Torpa

and Rania blocks, farmers cultivated 4 to 5

types of vegetables around 3 times a year

along with livestock rearing. The vegetable

produced is used for household

consumption as well as the surplus is sold in

the local market. Apart from vegetable

production, community practices are millet,

varieties of local paddy, pulses, floriculture

and horticulture to ensure nutritional value

as well as to enhance the household

income.

Line Sowing in Sarbo village



MACHAN KHETI (ELEVATED

FARMING PRACTICE)  

This model has been initiated in the field

areas of Torpa and Rania villages with

TRDSW intervention support. It is a

sustainable eco-friendly model for

promoting the quality and quantity of

vegetable production on an elevated

platform. TRDSW has supported the

community for setting up the Machan

model in 9 villages with 23 farmers on 3.5

acres land. In most of the villages where

TRDSW has demonstrated the Machan

Model, the community is continuously

practicing the machan method.

MINOR FOREST PRODUCTS (MFP) 

It is the seasonal practice of MFP

collection in both the blocks of Rania and

Torpa. Around 646 women farmers are

engaged in MFP collection from the

nearby forest area. The minor forest

produce collected from the forest are

chironji, mahua, karanj, mushroom, etc. We

are promoting honey, chironji and amasi

processing units to ease the work of

women farmers. The shg members are

operating the units. But there is a great

need to promote FPOs (Farmer Producer

Organisations) in order to ensure the

sustainable operation of units.

Chironji

Mahua

INLAND FISHERIES

Revival of fish farming on existing water

bodies and creation of new water

bodies under MGNREGA where farmers

have started fish farming. TRDSW has

supported the technical training to 25

farmers with an exposure visit to Ranchi

to learn the technical aspects of fish

farming. The community learnt the

technical mechanism of fish farming

and applied it.Mushroom



FINGERLING BUSINESS

A tribal farmer Jotsiyan Surin from Manhatu

Raitoli village Rania Block, says “I am very

grateful to TRDSW for creating diversified

livelihood opportunities promoting fish farming

on existing water bodies. Earlier, I was doing

only agriculture activities on the field but

hardly produced enough to meet the household

requirement throughout the year”. 

He is trained by TRDSW on the technical

aspects of fish farming. He identified gaps in

fish farming and tapped the opportunity to

start his fingerling business in the available

farm pond in the village. Initially, he started

fingerling business with an investment cost of

Rs 2500/- Then he purchased 20 lakh jeera

from the Fisheries department, Khunti. He

faced difficulties of transportation of the fish

eggs from Khunti to Manhatu Raitoli and later

on for the feeding practice of the fish. But he

was able to overcome all the difficulties and

the end result was positive. 

As part of the promotion of diversified

livelihood opportunities, fish farming was

promoted as an integrated approach on

existing water bodies. Fish farming helped to

enhance the additional income generation

option. As reported, seeing the successful

model of Jotsiyan Surin’s fingerling business,

the District Fisheries Department, Khunti

District,  GoJ, honoured this farmer.

BANANA CULTIVATION

A tribal progressive farmer Pulus Topno from

Baghiya village of Rania Block was a

migrant labourer to Kerala. He shares “I have

land but not productive enough to meet the

requirements of household needs. I have

seen the abundant banana farms in Kerala

and decided to initiate on my own land. I

have started banana farming with 100 trees

on 10 decimal land. 

STORIES OF CHANGE

"Through an initial investment of 

Rs 3000, I earned Rs 17,000 from

my first banana crop."

“In 2020-2021, I earned around 

Rs 27000/- from my fingerling business.”



Adopting Climate Resilient Agriculture Practices using local resources and knowledge

Investing in Zero Budget Natural Farming (ZBNF)

CLIMATE CHANGE
ADAPTATION

CLIMATE SMART AGRICULTURE (CSA)

TRDSW is focused on engaging rural communities with climate resilient agriculture practices

and providing them with capacity building training to enhance community resilient capacity

along with providing sustainable energy solutions. TRDSW has always believed in efficient

utilisation of local resources and knowledge of the community to adopt climate smart

agriculture practices in order to mitigate the impact of climate change. In 2020-2021 TRDSW

promoted climate smart agriculture practices like zero budget natural farming (ZBNF), mix-

cropping, orchard with vegetable productions, line sowing, system of rice identification (SRI),

using drought resilient crops and leveraging traditional knowledge. TRDSW with technical

collaboration has encouraged the community to adopt localised renewable (solar) energy

solutions to provide a consistent irrigation facility. Around 25 Climate Change Volunteers

(CCV) were trained on disseminating the weather forecast information in Mundari, the local

tribal language.

...addressing Sustainable Development Goals

Affordable and

clean energy

Responsible consumption

and production

OUR CONTRIBUTION - CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION

881
FARMERS PRACTISING

CLIMATE SMART AGRICULTURE

22.5
ACRES LAND CHEMICAL FREE

CULTIVATION



1.    DROUGHT RESILIENT CROPS

Major villages of Khunti district, Jharkhand

are a drought-affected region. In view of

this, TRDSW interacted with the community

on the changing climatic conditions and

how it has impacted the current agriculture

practices especially for the small and

marginal farmers and  therefore the need

to adopt climate resilient crops for a result

based output. The community has now

started less intensive water consumption

crops like millet, gangai, urad and moong.

It is helping the community address issues

of food insecurity. They are currently selling

the surplus production in local markets

which ensures additional household

income. 

2.    SYSTEM OF ROOT

INTENSIFICATION (SRI)

This is a technique where farmers maintain

the distance between each plant at the

time of sowing. This technique reduces the

cost of cultivation as well as the

requirement of water irrigation. In 2020-

2021 utilising SRI method on paddy and

millet crops, 111 farmers in the intervention

villages were able to produce better yield

as against the traditional method. The SRI

technique is optimally promoted in all 71

villages of Torpa and Rania blocks.   

3.    MIX CROPPING

Sowing more than one crop at a time in the

field helps in efficient utilisation of natural

resources i.e. land and water. It helps to

take care of adverse climate conditions,

where one crop fails or gets affected then

farmers are able to receive production from

the second crop. TRDSW has initiated

orchard with vegetable cultivation model

where farmers effectively use the land

resources producing vegetables along with

fruit. In 2020-2021, TRDSW promoted mix

cropping practices with 339 farmers in 30

villages of Torpa and Rania blocks. 

4.    MULCHING

Farmers are using polythene and paddy

residue for mulching to conserve soil

moisture as the water requirement is much

less for irrigation.  

5.  COLLECTIVE FARMING - WAY

FORWARD

Collective farming aims to enhance the

farmer’s income and ability to adopt

climate smart practices, to mitigate risks

and to build resilience through the adoption

of improved agriculture practices. The

focus on collective farming is for on-farm

and off-farm based activities with a

collective approach for the efficient

utilisation of resources, cross learnings, to

increase productivity and also for backward

and forward linkages.

CLIMATE SMART AGRICULTURE



CLIMATE RESILIENT TECHNIQUES 

Weather forecasting boards are displayed

in 15 villages of Torpa and Rania blocks in

which 100 farmers access the weekly

information. A whatsapp group has been

formed by KVK and the TRDSW program

team connecting 116 farmers from Rania

block and 227 farmers from Torpa block. A

weekly weather report is updated on

Tuesdays and Fridays.

ZBNF FARMING

Siddharth Jaiswal, CEO of Business

Promotion Development Society (BPDS) at

Birsa Krishi Vishwavidyalaya Ranchi trained

100 female farmers from Torpa and Rania

Block on natural farming methods. A

demonstration showed the preparation of

Amrit jal. TRDSW provided red basmati,

tulsi mukul and bhutku paddy seed variety

and motivated the women farmers to

cultivate paddy using Amrit jal (organic

manure). Alis Guria cultivated 1kg paddy

seed on 50 decimal land and yielded an

output of 2 quintals. Motivated by her

success 6 farmers from Keyondtoli are

cultivating paddy on 1 acre land.

IMPACT - CASE STORIES



PROMOTING RURAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
AND HANDICRAFTS

67

Individual women engaged

in rural entrepreneurship

16

Women engaged in

handicrafts

28
Women SHGs started

micro enterprises

RURAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Promoting rural entrepreneurship is about establishing a small business unit based on the

local market demand in remote areas. TRDSW supported underprivileged tribal women with

the hope that after becoming successful entrepreneurs, these women would transform their

lives and become financially independent. Using capacity building on market nuance, TRDSW

supported women to set up their business unit in Torpa and Rania Blocks.

BAMBOO HANDICRAFTS

TRDSW aims to help increase the annual

income especially of local tribal women

through engagement in various livelihood

activities. For many tribal women, who

have never got a chance to develop

artisan skill, this has meant training inputs

in bamboo handicrafts to enhance the

financial condition of tribal women

through an increase of product value.

TRDSW facilitated artisan skill training

program for16 tribal women. Now, these 16

women have transformed themselves into

master artisans and as a result these

women are generating employment

opportunities for other women.



MIRA DEVI - A STORY OF RESILIENCE AND ENTERPRISE

During challenging times of the pandemic, induced lockdown and loss of livelihoods, Mira

Devi sustained her bamboo handicraft business. With the income she takes care of family

needs. She wants to start her own shop through online sale as the pandemic has suspended

saras melas and exhibitions. “Earlier I was working within my own constraints in the

community but TRDSW opened the space of opportunity to explore my dreams”.

As part of promoting handicraft artisan’s initiatives, bamboo handicrafts have been

developed. The lucrative bamboo handicrafts helped to enhance the annual income

threefold for her household. Not only this skill aided the income generation but also opened

the door for other women for employment opportunities.

Mira Devi’s artisan skill was recognised and awarded by the Khunti

District, GoJ, she has been linked with the Jharkhand State Livelihood

Promotion Society (JSLPS) for marketability of her products with a shop on

the Khunti-Chaibasa road and through the state run online platform Palash.



“MASK DIDI “ - HELPING WOMEN IN HER

VILLAGE TO GAIN FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE”

Jublina Kandulna an enterprising woman from Ambatoli

village started a small tailoring business to supplement

the money her family earned from their land to help

make ends meet. Soon, her tailoring micro-business

was the main income generator for the family of six.

She says that the tailoring business alone would bring

in an income of Rs 9,000 each month. “Things were

going very well until the COVID-19 outbreak, and the

orders started drying up. It was a very hard time during

the lockdown. I had to shut down my business

completely,” she says. 

Jublina decided to attend a TRDSW training on micro-

entrepreneurship. She says the training helped her see

an opportunity when the government enforced rules

about wearing masks. I realised that masks were not

easily available in our remote village,” she says, adding

that the training team encouraged her to start stitching

masks on an immediate basis. And, when the word got

around, more people started placing orders for masks.

“Soon, I was stitching 50 to 100 reusable cloth masks

per day and sold them not only in Ambatoli but also in

nearby villages. People started calling me ‘Mask Didi.’

AGAINST ALL ODDS - A WOMAN LED

ENTERPRISE

Cristina Herenj, a woman from Patrayur village lives

in a joint family of 10 with her children and her

husband, Deepak Topno. “The four women in my

family joined hands and decided to start a small

eatery in the local market.” says Cristina. She is a

member of an SHG called Ujala through which she

was trained in entrepreneurship development,

conducted by TRDSW.

However, the pandemic took a toll on their venture

She was determined to start another micro-business.

TRSDW helped her to identify the potential of

vegetable production in the surrounding villages.

Cristina used this opportunity to help the farmers to

sell their produce and also to earn some money

herself. “Ujala SHG supported me with Rs 3,000 to

start business. I bought my first supply of vegetables

from nearby villages,” she says. Initially, she sold the

vegetables at Torpa market between 8am and 11am,

as per the government guidelines. Soon, she rode on

her scooter to sell the remaining vegetables at

Jalthanda market on Wednesdays, Dorma market on

Fridays, and Jamar market on Sundays and

Thursdays. Every day, by selling vegetables, Cristina

made about Rs 500-600 and earned about Rs 15,000

a month, with which she could support her family.

She now wishes to inspire more women to come

forward to start their own businesses.

STORIES OF CHANGE



ENHANCING INSTITUTION BUILDING
AND CAPACITY BUILDING

TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE INDEPENDENCE

ORGANISATION DEVELOPMENT

Building resilient communities to cope in uncertain times has been a great learning

experience for strengthening TRDSW’s capacities for a sustainable impact. The sudden

Covid-19 pandemic and the threat of the second wave meant that all program activities

were suspended in the first quarter. In order to support the Block and district administration,

the first quarter focused on reaching out on humanitarian grounds providing dry rations,

sanitation kits, masks and even cooked meals to the vulnerable community especially to

remote tribal villages. 

144
SHG MEMBERS & TRDSW

STAFF TRAINED ON SOCIAL

ENTITLEMENTS 

49
SHG MEMBERS

TRAINED ON MICRO-

BUSINESS

108
 SHG LEADERS & TRDSW

STAFF TRAINED ON

FINANCIAL LITERACY

90
SHG MEMBERS & TRDSW

STAFF TRAINED ON

SOCIAL AUDIT

70
SHG LEADERS & TRDSW

STAFF TRAINED ON

STRONG GOVERNANCE

54
SHG MEMBERS &

TRDSW STAFF TRAINED

ON PANCHAYATI RAJ

31
TRDSW STAFF

TRAINED ON GENDER

EQUITY

CAPACITY BUILDING OF STAFF, SHGs & COMMUNITY

In the year 2020-2021, strengthening the functions and mechanism of institution and

organisation was the major focus. In that process, TRDSW organised various capacity

building programs for the SHG members, the community and the staff of the organisation.

Organisation development greatly helped to re-design the requirements for planning and

adoption of strategies and also for a more need based analysis in order to re-define future

scenarios.



Promoting quality education through

innovative methodology

Enhancing elementary education through

the Block Resource Centre (BRC) approach 

NURTURING ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION
The organisation with a program team of 30 staff - 10 Community Teachers, 15

Learning Facilitators and 4 trainers contributed to creating a classroom

ambience under a tree or in the open village square during the Covid era.

Digital innovation to access learning 

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS 2020-2021

90
Govt schools

supported with

creative TLMs

111
Gram Sabha meetings

to support continuation

of children's education

136
Children taught directly

by village community

teacher

33
Govt teachers trained

on innovative teaching

methodology

468
Children taught directly

by community teachers at

open learning centre

90
Community volunteers

taught in offline mode

6956
Children accessed

quality elementary

education

11
BRC meetings with

block education

department

900
School management

committee members

trained

1677
Children accessed

Jhola library

1519
Children accessed

service of community

volunteer

2432
Children mobilised by

Bal Samuh

72
Library days observed to

increase reading habits

of children



1.    Jhola Library

The concept of Jhola library was introduced so as to

make books available in open spaces or under a

tree where the children could easily access the

story books. The Jhola Library concept engaged the

children through activities like storytelling, book talk

and reading. 

2.    Bal Samuh

During the pandemic, it was essential to identify

responsible young leaders who could take

responsibility to motivate more children to attend

class and to look after the general sanitation and

hygiene. 

3.    Offline class

With the closure of schools due to the sudden

Covid-19 pandemic, the education program and the

child learning level was severely impacted. With

connectivity issues, lack of uninterrupted power

supply, unavailability of smart phones, etc. digital

content was not accessible to students. So offline

class was absolutely essential to gain momentum of

learning levels.

4.    Community Volunteers

Together with TRDSW intervention and regular

consultation with gram sabha, mahila mandal and

SMC core committee - the way forward was

mutually discussed in order to restart class activities

with the students. TRDSW initiated the community

volunteer program. 



IMPACT CASE STORY I

While schools remained closed due to the

lockdown, the education program team

worked diligently to provide direct teaching

methodology in Torpa and Rania Blocks. The

education system majorly revolves around

classroom teaching. With no school and no

physical classroom, the challenge faced was

to enable an atmosphere of learning. After

some brainstorming sessions, the program

team came up with an innovative idea to take

the school to the doorstep of the children in

order to gain learning momentum during the

covid era.

TRDSW intervention along with consultation of

the Gram Sabha, Mahila Mandal and School

Management Committee (SMC) members

greatly helped to select volunteers for the

open schooling direct teaching method. The

situation in the villages of Torpa and Rania

Blocks was that the children could not access

the online learning facility. Most of the rural

children were missing out on learning

momentum due to lack of devices and

resources. The TRDSW team contributed to

bridge this divide through the open education

learning centres with volunteer support. 

This meant that the team went to the villages

and accessed the open spaces like the village

square or under the shade of a tree to conduct

class for the children. 

BRIDGING THE GAP FOR CHILDREN UNABLE TO ACCESS ONLINE EDUCATION

IMPACT CASE STORY II

“The community teacher at the Kumang

Mundatoli learning center was

demotivated with a low attendance of

students. So she thought of discontinuing.

Preeti Guria a 12 year old girl student

decided to motivate the other children in

her village. The very next day she brought

45 children with her to study. 

The community teacher, Reena Kumari,

was greatly shocked and surprised by the

students prompt action and the increase in

attendance of children. She said “Preeti

Guria accomplished what I could not do

with my home visits.”

“Teacher, now you need not go. 

Please continue to teach us”. 

said Preeti Guria to a community teacher.

In 2020-2021 TRDSW reached out to 1248 tribal

children through 70 open education learning

centres in Torpa block and to 312 tribal children

through 20 open education learning centres in

Rania Block.



PHOTO GALLERY I
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Library Day at Tangratoli

Garha toli

Book Reading at Budu

Book Reading at Gorsod

Class Activity at KulhaiMeeting at Block Resource Centre, Torpa

Education Program Team

Class Activity at Tutikel



PHOTO GALLERY II
LIVELIHOOD PROGRAMS

VIRTUAL
FIELD VISIT

TRDSW

via Google Meet

A summary of virtual field visits of Climate Smart Agriculture Practices, like machan
kheti method. Individual conversations with two famers, SHG members and staff. 
Thank you Vijayata Verma, EdelGive Foundation for joining us live.

Virtual Field Visit Cultivating Lac on host plant

100 female farmers participated 

at Kisan Mela-INRG Namkum

Hon'ble Chief Minister, Jharkhand 

 Hemant Soren visited TRDSW stall

Red Millet (madhva) cultivation at Madutoli

Line sowing groundnut cultivation at Beritoli 



PHOTO GALLERY III
CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAMS

Financial Literacy Training

Training on Record Keeping

Training on Panchayati Raj

Training of SHGs on strong governance

Right to Food Training

Data management training for staff Social Audit Training



PHOTO GALLERY IV
MAHILA DIVAS/ WOMEN'S DAY
THEME: HONOURING WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS | 9 - 20 MARCH, 2021

Tutikel village

Lohagarha village

Bardani Kandulna sharing her 

entrepreneurial journey 

Marcha village

Garment production stall at TRDSW

Konkeya village



PHOTO GALLERY V
COVID-19 RELIEF PROGRAM

Distribution of Dry Ration

Dry Ration Kit

Vaccine Awareness Drive

Mask Awareness Drive How to wear a mask

Suposhan Program



PHOTO GALLERY VI
PRESS COVERAGE



We acknowledge the donor partners, collaborators, well-wishers and staff

of the Torpa Rural Development Society for Women.

THANK YOU



TORPA RURAL DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY FOR WOMEN

MAHILA VIKAS KENDRA

Tapkara Road, P.O. Torpa 835227, Khunti District, Jharkhand.

www.trdsw.org | www.facebook.com/trdsw | torpawomen@gmail.com 


